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Checkin

Theatre Alberta
is a Provincial Arts Service Organization (PASO)
committed to encouraging the growth of theatre
in Alberta.

David van Belle,
editor

All Stages is a publication of Theatre Alberta issued
three times a year. Contribution of letters and ideas
for articles about the Alberta theatre community
are welcome.

By the time this inaugural issue of All Stages is mailed out it
will be pretty much ten years to the day since I arrived in
Alberta. I left Ontario and drove out west with everything I
owned crammed into the back of a gold ’94 Hyundai Excel,
off to start my MFA studies at the University of Calgary.

The opinions and views expressed in All Stages are
those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect
those of Theatre Alberta.
Office and Library hours
Monday to Friday, 10:00 am – 3:00 pm
Holidays
Office and library closed September 7 (Labour Day)
October 10-12 (Thanksgiving)
November 11 (Remembrance Day)

It was a bit of a leap of faith. I knew only two people in the
Alberta theatre community—Rosebud School of the Arts registrar
Maki Van Dyke, who I’ve known since we were babies in Amsterdam, and
Calgary playwright Eugene Stickland. We had produced a couple of Eugene’s plays
during my three-year stint as part of the creative ensemble of Kitchener’s Theatre & Company
in the mid 90s.
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Eugene didn’t know this until I told him, years later, but he had a big influence on my decision
to come to the province. I knew something about the professional work in the province—the
Edmonton Fringe, One Yellow Rabbit, ATP’s playRites. But none of these draws had previously
been enough to overcome that peculiar Ontario egocentrism that makes one think the sum
of English Canadian culture is biologically generated within the Great Lakes water system.
When we met, Eugene didn’t really speak about the professional opportunities in Alberta.
What he spoke about was less tangible—but much more important. He talked about the
strength of the theatre community in the province, how Alberta was a place where artists
chose to see each other less as competitors and more as partners in building culture.
Maybe it’s because they were feeling, rightly or wrongly, that the rest of the country
wasn’t expecting that much of them, that they had to stick together in order to make
things happen on their own terms. Or maybe they just didn’t care what the rest of the
country thought. What I’ve discovered in my ten years here is a theatrical culture that
belongs to the province—not just to one city, or (even worse) to two cities caught up in a
creative rivalry, but to the whole province.
This first issue of All Stages, which stands high on the shoulders of many years of Theatre
Alberta News, is an important event for our theatre community. As far as I know, it’s the
first provincial theatre trade magazine in Canada. It’s meant to represent the depth
and breadth of everything that’s happening in our province (and if we’re missing
important stories that are happening in your community, it’s just because you haven’t
let us know about them yet). It’s meant to overcome vast distances—to bring together
the theatre communities of major centres like Calgary and Edmonton, but also share
new ideas that come from the Peace region, from Fort Macleod, from Red Deer,
Rosebud and Fort McMurray. Mostly, though, it’s meant to encourage each other.
To help us learn from each other. To be the voice of a strong, diverse and united
artistic community.
In addition to general news and issues from the province, every issue of All Stages
will have a theme. Our first focuses on the relationship between theatre aesthetics
and the spaces in which we choose to play out those aesthetics. Catherine Walsh
writes about two Edmonton theatres making very different decisions about a
space they both share. Jeff Kubik writes about Calgary artists who choose to give
up formal notions of theatrical space and present their work elsewhere. Anton
deGroot discusses the challenges of a small company that manages multiple
performance spaces. And, in a new regular feature aimed at the more technicallyminded in our community, Scott Peters writes about the nuts and bolts logistics
of creating a new venue.
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Why should Alberta have a provincial theatre trade magazine? After ten years, I
know the answer: because we’ve earned it.
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News

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN AT ARTSTREK!

Gilbert Bouchard
1961-2009
by Liz Lepper

Bottom Line Productions

G

ilbert Bouchard more than understood the
value that the arts bring to our lives, he
relished it. He was an arts critic who rarely
criticized but always reflected, giving us the best of
any play, opera or installation and encouraging his
readers and listeners to discover for themselves. He
was a writer who could put you in front of a painting
or in an audience with his words. He was a reporter
who dug into every corner of a story, plunging
beneath the subject’s surface to find the hidden
gems sparkling in the obscurity of the obvious. Best
of all, Gilbert was a friend who was always willing to
share a friendly debate, his latest comic book finds,
a joke and his sincere laugh that filled a room.
Gilbert championed Alberta’s arts community by
immersing himself in it in a near superhuman way.
We often wondered if, among his many talents, he
had the ability to add extra hours into a day. He was
forever reading, researching, listening, watching,
writing, attending, asking about and absorbing
everything the city had to offer, whether a student
art show, a new series of locally-penned graphic
novels, a ballet, theatre piece, queer cabaret, classic
opera or the latest sci-fi film.
Although his intelligence could be intimidating,
Gilbert never made you feel anything less than
his intellectual equal, challenging you (with a
mischievous smile, wicked sense of humour and
raucous laugh) to a game of six degrees of separation
or a friendly debate on the topic of the day.
With Gilbert’s death, we have lost not only a talented
colleague, journalist and writer, but a genuine friend.
We are forever grateful for everything Gilbert shared
with us, and we miss him terribly. Please join us in
keeping Gilbert’s legacy alive by celebrating our
diverse arts and cultural community.
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“Anything can happen in the woods” says
Cinderella’s prince—and the same is true for the
Artstrek experience, which means so much to
students, artists, and educators across the province.
304 students flooded the halls of Red Deer College
this summer for Artstrek 2009, all with the common
curiosity and thrill of braving the wooded world of
Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine’s musical, Into
the Woods. Students immersed themselves in the world of theatre through the
intense practical study of movement, voice, acting, directing, dramaturgy, and
music. However, the classes were only the beginning of the Artstrek experience:
students formed friendships, discovered themselves, found and unleashed their
voices, and took creative risks. Best of all, they and the staff fostered a true spirit
of community and collaboration. One of the most commonly voiced testimonials
about Artstrek is that it is a place where everyone is free to learn and be who they
are; this is also true for the instructors, who are some of the top theatre artists
and educators in Alberta. Witnessing that collective growth was so exciting and
fulfilling, proving once again that absolutely anything can happen at Artstrek!

The Bags Are Coming! The Bags Are Coming!
Theatre Alberta has decided join the ranks of other provincial libraries and
use recyclable bags for mailing scripts to out-of-town members. The mailbags’
usefulness and durability will help us to conserve money, time, and the environment.
Our new blue bags should arrive this summer. We will begin using them for out-oftown mail-outs in the early fall. They are made from a durable, heavy grade cotton
fabric with a zipper closure and a clear plastic front pocket for Canada Post mail
labels. We anticipate being able to accommodate most mail-outs with one bag,
but in the event that all books cannot be placed in one bag we will either use two
bags or the old brown bubble envelopes. The process for returns will remain the
same—simply place the return mail label in the clear plastic front pocket and pop
the book bag in the mail.
We are looking forward to lots of out-of-town requests so we can put the new bags
to the test! Requests can be made online, by email, or by phone.

PLAYWORKS INK 2009
Process of Illumination: featuring Colleen Murphy.
We fear it. We fear the unknown things lurking within
it. We try to avoid it but its hold on us grows stronger.
Darkness.
What if we allow ourselves to be a little bit vulnerable,
a little bit brave? What if we explore the shadowy
cracks and crannies of humanity, society, and our
identity? If we shine a light into those corners we may
be surprised by what is revealed…
Spark your own creative process of illumination.
Join us in Calgary, October 22 – 25 for a weekend of
workshops, play readings, discussions, and socials.
Registration now open. www.theatrealberta.com/playworks_ink.htm

News

Annie Smith, Drama Instructor, Grande Prairie
Regional College
Annie has been the drama instructor at GPRC since
September, 2007. As well as directing college
productions, last fall she directed Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Woolf? for Grande Prairie Live Theatre.
Annie hails from BC, where she has many years of
experience working closely with community theatres and First Nations communities
as a director, designer, actor, and producer. Annie earned her BA in Theatre at the
University of British Columbia (UBC), her MA in Drama at the University of Alberta,
and her PhD in Education at UBC.
What’s the most significant challenge facing the Grande Prairie theatre
community today?
As a newcomer to GP, I see that the theatre community here has many of the
same challenges as other communities. The shift in popular culture from live
performance to film and video means that many young people haven’t got the
same connection to theatre that their parents and grandparents did. Another
challenge is that the general population, which is predominantly single young
adults, is very mobile – here to make money and leave; they are not interested in
contributing to the life of the community.
How do you see Grande Prairie Regional College participating in the theatre
community in your city? In the province?
GPRC has a long history of being a home to community theatre in the Peace
Region. It is exciting to again have a theatre production company at the college,
Theatre Rising, and to be offering a new 2 year Diploma Program in Drama,
specializing in Drama & Performance and Technical Theatre. We participate in
the theatre community through having our students be involved in community
theatre productions, such as the Museum Lantern Tours, as part of their course
work. We are contributing to the development of theatre artists and audiences
in northern Alberta by producing contemporary Canadian work, including First
Nations playwrights. In 2008, we produced Unity (1918) by Kevin Kerr; our 2009
production was Burning Vision by Marie Clements.
There are many excellent theatre programs in Alberta; we offer a program that
will develop its own unique character, honouring the people of the north and
also our guests who come here from around the world.
Tell us about the new show you’re developing for the Arctic Winter Games.
GPRC and The Grande Prairie Friendship Centre co-sponsored a playwriting
competition this past winter for young First Nations writers. Sonny’s Song (a
provisional title), is being written by Dani Richard who is being mentored by
native elders Larry Loyie, Darlene Cardinal, and Donna Belcourt. Drama students
at the college will be involved in the dramaturgy and development of the script
through a public play reading and workshopping process. The play, which follows
a family’s dream from the northern Alberta bush to Nashville, will play the two
weekends before the Arctic Winter Games open.
Why bother making theatre?
Ah! Well, you could read my dissertation “Elasticity, Community, and Hope:
understandings from participatory theatre performance”! Seriously, I think that
making theatre is probably one of the most important and profound things we
can do as human beings. When we take the time and care to craft, rehearse, and
perform a show for our community, that is a great offering in a world where we
are increasingly alienated. We can learn so much from each other—theatre is one
way to build bridges between people and have a lot of fun doing it.

B

ody Weather is an investigative technique for
anyone interested in exploring the language of
the body. It was developed in the early 1980s by
Japanese Butoh dancer Min Tanaka, who transformed
the traditional, slow-moving form of Butoh into a new
method of training and performance practice that
aims to connect performers deeply to the space and
environment around them. It develops the intelligence
of the body—the ‘thinking’ body—encouraging
reflection on the state of constant change that the
body is undertaking while working. The body is not
envisioned as a fixed and separate entity but is (just
like the weather) constantly changing both inside and
outside. Drawing from eastern and western dance,
sports training, martial arts and theatre practice,
Body Weather is a foundational training methodology
that develops an acute awareness and strength in
the performer’s body that can then be utilized in any
specific aesthetic of work.
Further development of this work has been occurring
in laboratories worldwide since the early 1990s.
Current practitioners include The De Quincy Company
in Syndey, Australia (www.bodyweather.net), Body
Weather Laboratory in Venice, California, (www.
lightningshadow.com), Body Weather Amsterdam
(bodyweatheramsterdam.blogspot.com), as well as
specialists in Denmark, France and, of course, Japan
(www.min-tanaka.com).

Dramaworks wrap-up

2

009 was a great year
for Dramaworks,
Theatre Alberta’s
annual series of workshops
for theatre practitioners
of all kinds. With over 100
participants from across
Alberta, Dramaworks brought together like-minded
people in pursuit of artistic enrichment and inspiration,
and featured ten workshops on a variety of topics, from
makeup skills to performance creation techniques to
finding the rhythms of Shakespearean text. Participants
will now take these new skills and continue to enrich our
provincial theatre community.
This year’s featured workshop was led by two instructors
from Wroclaw, Poland’s Teatr ZAR. Focusing on physical
training and traditional polyphonic singing, their
work could be heard resounding through the halls of
Edmonton’s Citadel Theatre, the site of Dramaworks.
For the 50th anniversary of Dramaworks in 2010, we ask
that our alumni submit any stories, photographs or other
nostalgia to Executive Director Marie Gynane-Willis at
marie@theatrealberta.com.
ALL STAGES
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stay
go?

Should I
OR should I

A massive renovation estimate means
two Edmonton theatre companies are
making hard choices about their shared space

by Catherine Walsh

After 28 years at the Third Space, Northern Light
Theatre is leaving home. While they have until the end
of the year to pack up and move their offices, they will
be opening their 34th season at the Varscona Theatre,
renting space there while they search for a new
permanent home. Workshop West, which has shared
the building with Northern Light for 16 years, has
chosen to remain in the Third Space, although the days
of seeing public performances there seem to be over.
How did Northern Light, a 34-year mainstay of
Edmonton theatre, find itself in this position? No
permanent performance venue, no office space,
and competing with other companies for affordable
rentals sounds more like an independent co-op than
an established company. After making the decision to
leave their space, the company faces many more tough
decisions in the coming months.

Above: Edmonton’s Third
Space, current home of
Workshop West and Northern
Light Theatre, requires
major renovations.
[Photo by All Stages staff]

Opposite Top: Natascha
Girgis, Rob van Meenen and
Amber Borotsik at the Third
Space in Love (Northern
Light Theatre).
[Photo by Ian Jackson/Epic
Photography ]

Opposite Bottom: John Wright
and James Hamilton at the
Third Space in The Mighty Carlins
(Workshop West Theatre).
[Photo courtesy of
Workshop West Theatre]
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Northern Light Theatre has leased the Third Space
from the City of Edmonton for the past 28 years. Under
their lease agreement, they pay a reduced rate for the
space, but are responsible for the cost of upkeep and
maintenance for the building. In 1993, they invited
Workshop West to share the space; both companies
have had their offices there since. In 2008, Northern
Light was considering making some structural
improvements to the building, making a long-term
investment to improve the space. They approached the
city about this possibility, and the city agreed to come
in and do some inspections. The unexpected result was
the city’s report stating that $280,000 of structural
improvements were required to bring the space up to
code as a performance venue. Faced with an expensive,
bureaucratic and time-consuming process to continue
performing at the Third Space, Northern Light made
the very difficult decision to leave the building that
they had come to think of as home.
So now the company that is used to running their
own venue finds themselves as a guest in someone
else’s house, looking for a new space to call their own.
“Ideally, we’d love to have a place with a venue so we
could actually perform there. But I’m not sure that’s
going to happen in this economy,” says Trevor Schmidt,
Northern Light’s artistic director. “There’s tons of places
for lease, but no philanthropist is saying ‘Here, take
the building for a hundred dollars a month.’ Nobody

wants that. Everybody wants to make as much money as
possible on whatever space they can right now.”
While their performance space is taken care of for the
next year, the future home of their offices is still a
question mark. And then there’s the question of what
to do with all their stuff. “We have all these assets,”
says Schmidt. “A grid, our lights, a photocopier, all
that stuff. Do we need that stuff? Are we ever going to
need it again? Do we pay to put it into storage, or do
we just sell it and use that money on production values
and space rental?
Which brings up a question that has been on Schmidt’s
mind for a while—is a permanent performance space a
requirement to run an established theatre company?
And does having a venue separate the indies from the
established, the young rebels from those who are taken
seriously? Schmidt describes his recent trip to New
Zealand, and his discovery that their largest theatre
company, a company the size of Edmonton’s Citadel
Theatre, which puts on as many shows, doesn’t have
their own performance venue. “They rent big spaces
for big shows, and little spaces for little shows,” he
explains. “And I said to them ‘We’re losing our space
and it’s a big concern.’ And they said: ‘Why?’ And I
start to think: ‘Do we need a performance space?’ And
that’s a really difficult one for me.”
Schmidt recalls trying to explain that here in North
America, having one’s own venue somehow makes the
work seem legitimate. “You have an office?” he laughs.
“You have a sustainable infrastructure? You must be
doing it right. You’re not rehearsing in your apartment.
That’s legitimate somehow.” And Schmidt confesses
that he agrees. “Maybe I’m old school. Maybe I’m old
enough now that that’s how I think theatre should
be, and maybe nowadays it doesn’t have to be. But I
already did the rehearsing in my garage thing, and I
don’t want to go back to it.”
The impact of the move on Northern Light’s audiences
is also a concern for Schmidt, although he is heartened
by having a single performance space for his upcoming
season. “I think our audiences are going to pick up
while we’re at the Varscona,” he says. “People know
where it is, there’s foot traffic, and they go to see
shows there anyway. I think we’ll do really well at
the Varscona.”

Spaces
But beyond the 2009/2010 season, things get
hazier. Normally, Schmidt would now be in the midst
of choosing his 2010/2011 season. But without a
performance space, choosing plays becomes more
difficult. “Do I start looking for two handers that we
could do in a bar? I can’t ask some of our longer-term
subscribers to go down this back alley and knock on
the door and go up three flights of stairs to a tiny
room above the thumping music. That’s great guerilla
theatre for 22-year olds to produce.... There’s nothing
new in that kind of stuff to me. So it’s tough.”
In a city where more and more commercial spaces seem to
be for rent, why is finding a space so difficult? The main
answer is money. Northern Light has not only run into
problems finding a space that is affordable, but also in
finding a landlord willing to sign a lease for the long term.
Schmidt laughs wryly as he describes looking at spaces
whose yearly rent was more than Northern Light’s entire
operating budget, or landlords who were unwilling to
provide a lease for longer than a year.

In the face of so much uncertainty, Schmidt is still optimistic about Northern Light’s
future. “If we can find a space, I know that I can make any place into a theatre. We
just need to find a space.”
What effect will leaving home have on the ones left behind? Workshop West artistic
director Michael Clark says he has no plans to leave the Third Space. Not only is
Workshop West taking over the lease, but they are also
willing to take on the renovations the city requires.

Still, there are options. The
City of Edmonton has offered
I can’t ask some of our longer“Rumors of the demise of the Third Space are greatly
to work with Northern Light
term subscribers to go down
exaggerated,” says Clark, stating that the building
to find another city-owned
this back alley and knock on
will remain open. But although Workshop West is
space, although nothing
planning to stay in the Third Space, they won’t be
the door and go up three flights
has transpired yet. Northern
performing there, either.
Light is waiting for word on
of stairs to a tiny room above
proposals made to various
Clark agrees that the loss of another performance
the thumping music.
organizations. And of course,
space is a blow to the Edmonton theatre community,
there’s always the long shot
and especially to Northern Light. “I feel their loss,”
of a philanthropist, although in today’s economy, that
says Clark. But he goes on to say that Workshop West is not interested in the Third
seems less likely. “The kind of people who have that
Space as a performance space—they plan to continue renting the theatre at La Cité
kind of money, they don’t know about our theatre,”
Francophone for their productions, as they did for this past season. “La Cité is one
says Schmidt. “They want to join the list of donors at a
of the best spaces in the city,” he says. “But we need a rehearsal space, and we need
bigger name place. And I understand it. It’s glamorous, office space. We’re planning to occupy the Third Space as a rehearsal hall, and let it
it’s attractive, it’s high end.”
to the community as such.”
But what about the legitimacy that comes with having a performance space to call
your own? For Clark, it’s a nice idea if you can afford it, but not essential for any
company. He’s just as happy to build audience identification with a rented space,
rather than running a venue himself. “We’re a play development organization,” he
points out. “Having a workshop space that supports playwrights supports our
mandate, and it’s in line with what we do.”
In the end, the crisis at the Third Space opens up important questions
about the relationship between a company’s work and the space
they choose to present it in. How much of a company’s identity is
attached to a building? How much is aesthetic affected by space?
In a province where space is at a premium, it’s no wonder these
questions are coming to the fore.
Catherine Walsh is an Edmonton-based actor and playwright. She will be
appearing with James Hamilton in their new play, 3 Beds, 2 Baths, in the
upcoming Indie5 season.
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Spaces

Downstage(s)

Young Calgary theatre company uses space as a tool
for mentorship and exploration

Above: Stephen Hair in
Downstage Theatre’s
production of Palace of the End.
Below: Motel was transformed
into a deceptively cozy living
room for Palace of the End.
[Photos by Anton deGroot]

by Anton deGroot
Downstage Theatre started first with birds & stone
(the lower case is deliberate). Then along came Motel.
Then, a bus—easily a contender for the world’s smallest
alleyway stage. But we’ll come back to that later.
birds & stone is a literal church basement theatre that
seats up to forty-eight. The bare bulb lights on walldimmers, concrete walls painted black and, until
recently, very uncomfortable 1970s movie theatre
seats all add to the warmth of the room; it is a place where young artists are able to lay out their hearts and souls
to a loving and intimate audience without ever having to worry about breaking the bank if they aren’t able to sell
out every night.
Motel—across the hall from the Big Secret Theatre in the Epcor Centre for the Performing Arts in downtown
Calgary—was born out of a partnership between One Yellow Rabbit and the late Bubonic Tourist performance
company. It is a fifty-seat black box with as many staging configurations as it has had renters that would
otherwise have had no place to present their work.
Downstage has found a unique niche in the Calgary
theatre scene. “We want to be a part of the community in
the real sense of the word,” says artistic director Simon
Mallett. “You can always look at shows running at the
same time as being competition, but I prefer to look at
it as opportunities for collaboration and exchange of
partnership. We all stand to gain from those kinds of
shared opportunities, much more so than we do when
standing in opposition to each other.”
Since 2004, Mallett has built Downstage from a group
of five university students into a resident company
of the Epcor Centre for the Performing Arts, existing
side by side the other resident companies that helped
Downstage get where they are. “Now that we have
more infrastructure, we are able to pass along the same
kind of fostering that we experienced at the hands of
Alberta Theatre Projects and Theatre Calgary,” says
Mallett. “We want to steward and foster relationships
with other emerging artists, companies and collectives.
We want the spaces to be bustling hubs of exciting,
energetic activity. And we want to support that work
through low-cost rental space, or the loaning of set
and costume items. And this seeps down into our
practice and into the way we look at programming
our spaces.”
This past season, when Downstage produced Judith
Thompson’s harrowing triptych Palace of the End, they
decided to use Motel in a 30-seat configuration
rather than the larger theatre into which it was
originally programmed. Palace, directed
in tandem by Simon Mallett, Sharon
Pollock and Kelly Reay, could not
have had the impact it did had it
not been presented in such an
intimate space. “The biggest
comment we received
about the show, up and
down, was about

its power,” says Mallett, “largely because of the
intimate relationship between the performers and
the audience.” The theatre was transformed into a
cozy living room, lulling the audience into a sense of
comfort clearly in opposition to the play’s content.
In Downstage’s visioning of the play, the space itself
became a storyteller. “Whether we’re doing shows
in other spaces or in our own,” says Mallett, “we are
interested in exploring the role that the space plays
in the theatrical experience. How can the space itself
help us to tell the story and create the kind of aesthetic
that we are seeking?”
No show holds true to this aesthetic more than Bus(t),
the latest work by Downstage’s creation ensemble,
which ran last June. Built to be performed on a small
bus, seating thirteen audience members and five
masked performers, the play tells the story of a world
gone bust, in which big banks systematically repossess
everything, debtors included. The bus itself put the
audience in the characters’ situation quite literally,
heightening the overwhelming feeling that they can’t
escape their situation. Glimpses of the nefarious
Collectors running past and covering the windows with
“Final Notice” signs, the starting and stopping of the
engine, and the vibration of mechanical sabotage in
the undercarriage gave the audience a real experience
rather than just a simple viewing.
“I’m a big fan of intimate settings because it more
actively engages the audience in the work and doesn’t
allow them to sit back and be completely objective
to the work,” says Mallett. This is an aesthetic that
Downstage continues to hold strong, giving audiences
an experience of provocative Canadian performance.
Anton deGroot is a Calgary-based freelance director/creator who
has worked most often with One Yellow Rabbit and Downstage
Theatre. He’s a member of the Downstage Creation Ensemble,
as well as artistic director of (Parenthesis) Company; a group
dedicated to the production of high quality and engaging theatre.
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reborn

QtoQ

The Avenue Theatre is

How a skate park was
transformed into a live
performance venue

This first issue of All Stages magazine includes a new feature, QtoQ—articles with a specific focus on news and
issues from the technical areas of theatrical creation, both design and execution. –Ed.

by Scott Peters
The Alberta Avenue area of Edmonton, just
northeast of the city’s downtown core, is under
major renovations as a multi-million dollar city
revitalization initiative nears its midway point.
Right in the middle of this upheaval is the historic
Avenue Theatre, located on 118 Avenue near 90 Street.
The theatre started as a movie house in the 1930s
and was moved to its present 600-seat location in the
1950s, serving as a movie house until the late 1990s. By
2005 the space was being used as a skate park, but in
September 2008 work began on making the Avenue into
a new performance space. I was part of the team that
carried out this transformation.
During its skate park days a wall-to-wall bowl was dug
into the floor in front of the movie screen. This bowl
had to be completely covered, resulting in an enormous
fifteen metre square stage, with another 200 square
metres behind the main traveller drape. The stage is
raised three feet off the slightly raked audience area,
with a ceiling six meters above the stage deck.
After the initial construction was done, which
included enlarging the projector windows through an
eight-inch thick concrete wall, Quality Stage Drapery
installed custom-designed soft goods—two downstage
proscenium drapes with a two-foot top border and
two travelling and pivoting wings upstage of the
proscenium. Upstage of the wings are germans that
extend further up to a full traveler at the far upstage
line. The audience area is also hung with soft goods
that, together with the house lights, reflect the original
art deco design of the room.

Top: The Avenue Theatre after
its miraculous transformation
from skate park to
performance venue.
[Photo by Tenfold Photography]

Above: The cover of Songs
from the Ave, which features
the Avenue Theatre in its
movie house days, ca 1954.

Next came the lighting grid. The biggest obstacle to its
design was on the ceiling: from the back wall to midstage
is a two-metre wide bulkhead fitted with architectural
lighting from the space’s movie house days, meaning
any trussing had to be slung under the bulkhead. Movie
theatre ceilings are usually molded plaster; the Avenue is
no different, and so support chains had to be fed through
small holes drilled in the ceiling and then anchored to the
roofing truss above. In the end we hung three nine-metre
long ladder truss units, two in onstage positions and one
in the front of house.
Although there is a 600 amp electrical service coming
into the building, most of the power was for the movie
projectors, leaving very little distribution within the
building itself. We installed a power distribution panel

on the stage right wall to feed 36 Dilor dimmers. All the
cabling was pulled up from the dimmers, and then fed
over to the ceiling bulkhead, which became very useful
as a conduit for distributing cable to the three grid
trusses. More power distribution was also installed in
the booth as well as directly below the booth on the back
wall in order to facilitate in-house sound mix positions.
Once the basics were in place, we chose gear, working
closely with Allstar Show Industries. We intended the
Avenue to be a versatile performance space, able to
accommodate rock shows and soft seat music shows as
well as theatre and dance performances—but we had a
limited budget.
We took a hybridized approach to lighting gear,
purchasing twelve 19-degree Source Four Seniors, four
racks of six par cans (24 in total), and four of High End
Systems’ Technobeam controllable automated lights. A
Strand Preset Palette II lighting control board finished
off the lighting package. The combination of the Preset
Palette and the Technobeams, with their wide range of
functions, really creates a look that seems far greater
than what the 40 lighting fixtures should be able to do.
The audio gear is also a hybrid of newly purchased
equipment and items from the theatre’s skate park days.
The new gear consists of four QSC HPR 152i powered
speakers, two QSC HPR 122i powered monitors and a
Yamaha iM8-32 mixing console, the only analog board
that has compressors built into each channel, a real plus
when it comes to mixing live music. This new equipment,
coupled with the existing gear—which includes two
Community subwoofers, more monitors, and a large
microphone kit—makes the Avenue a solid sounding
venue, even when the decibels hit the roof.
Since its opening last year, the Avenue Theatre has been
the venue for many sold out music performances and
several theatre and dance performances. This year it
served as one of the Edmonton Fringe Festival’s BYOVs
(Bring Your Own Venue), hosting three different shows
including Songs From The Ave, the live version of a CD
about the area. In a fitting tribute to the rich history of
the venue, the Songs From the Ave CD cover image is the
Avenue itself, circa 1954.
Scott Peters has worked in technical theatre and theatre design
for twenty years in Alberta and beyond. He is currently acting
Chair of the Theatre Production Department of Grant MacEwan
College.
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Calgary’s Swallow-a-Bicycle Performance Co-op has been
producing its work in unorthodox spaces since premiering its
Freakshow cabaret in 2008 in the industrial bowels of Calgary’s
Epcor Centre for the Performing Arts. This aesthetic choice was the
result of a familiar production hitch—the company couldn’t secure
a traditional theatre venue. The mode stuck, with Swallow-a-Bicycle
revisiting site-specific work in Wanderlust, a promenade-style production
in the now-defunct IDEAL Artspace (formerly a warehouse for the Ideal Rentals
company), and again in Christmas Ham(let), a wedding reception-styled production
of Hamlet in a community hall.

I sat down with Swallow-a-Bicycle co-founders Mark Hopkins and Charles Netto in
the Epcor Centre for the Performing Arts, the site of Freakshow. Staging a show
at the Centre would seem at first to be nothing new; lots of work gets staged
on the Centre’s five more-or-less traditional stages. However, the cabaret-style
performance put the building through some pretty unorthodox uses. Wending its
way through the Centre’s elevators, the boiler room and other more and less public
spaces, Freakshow showcased emerging artists playing merry hell with both the
show’s “freak” theme and its institutional setting. As it turned out, it also presented
more mundane but no less important logistical challenges that don’t necessarily
apply to traditional spaces.
“One of the things we have to consider on a very basic level is audience capacity,”
says Hopkins. “[Alternative venues] don’t have fixed seating and they don’t have
a fire marshal coming in to say ‘you can have this many people here.’ So if we’re
determining whether there’s going to be a performance in the freight elevator, we’re
asking where the performer’s going to be and how will the audience watch them, and
also how many audience members we are going to have.”
The tension created by that uneasy balance between willing audiences and an
unorthodox space is one of the most intriguing dynamics of staging site-specific
work. Artistically, a creator hoping to use an unconventional space as more than just
another improvised theatre has to account for both the space’s particular character
and for the absence of common expectations.
“We all have a series of behaviours we’re trained to follow,” says Hopkins. “[Those]
being: you park, show up at the theatre, you wait in the lobby, maybe grab a drink,
then you go and sit down and the lights will go down and the show will happen and
you’ll leave. Whereas if you’re working in a space that’s not built for [traditional
theatre] those expectations go out the window; there’s not necessarily a lobby, not
necessarily seats or a stage. All of a sudden you can’t make any assumptions about
the work you’re going to see.”
10
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From Greek
tragedy to clowning,
from Molière to Sarah
Kane, theatre is a wildly
varied species except for one
common environmental tic: it
nearly always needs a theatre.
To judge by Calgary’s past theatre season,
however, there’s no small interest in the
alternatives. And these alternatives bring both
daunting logistical challenges and thrilling new
aesthetic opportunities.

ac
e

by
Jeff
Kubik

Just off Centre Street in Calgary,
traffic rushing by its welcoming open
door, another experiment in nontraditional
spaces is taking place. Imaginary Ordinary is
a space invested with the process of exploring
another set of distinct but related expectations about
the spaces we live in. The former retail space was saved
from demolition by Eric Moschopedis and Laura Lief,
co-creators of Imaginary Ordinary, which they refer to
as a “social networking site” that serves as a hub for
exploring the surrounding middle-class communities
of Renfrew and Crescent Heights, just across the river
and up the hill from downtown Calgary. Its cheeky
reference to online social networks like Facebook
offers a comment on the way we allow our lives to
be mediated by technology, even to the exclusion of
being aware of our immediate surroundings. Through
events like “Urban Explorers”—Wednesday walkabouts
through the community in which participants identify
places that hold special significance for them as
a means of providing an alternative map of the
neighbourhoods—and a series of available “kits”
filled with activities and resources intended to turn
locals into tourists in their own backyards, Imaginary
Ordinary is not a theatrical space per se, but a site of
performance inasmuch as it transforms its “audience”
into active performers in their own neighbourhoods.
“We create a context wherein the audience performs,”
says Moschopedis. “They become the art, or the artists.”
Whether in an explicitly theatrical context like
Swallow-a-Bicycle’s productions or in the community
interaction of Imaginary Ordinary, the audience
becomes an undeniable element of the performance.
Beyond ensuring that the purpose of the performance

Spaces
and the permissions given to the audience are made
clear, it seems in doing site-specific performance work
that an artist ignores at his or her peril the potency
and immediacy of an audience’s presence.
“It demands an incredible amount of flexibility from
the performers and even the producers,” says Netto,
noting the importance of bringing test audiences into
the rehearsal process. “The number one thing we say
is we don’t know how the audience is going to react.
We can have some ideas but [the performance] will
change show to show. It will change if [the audience is
composed of] a lot of people’s parents versus a lot of
our friends.”
An audience’s importance in a production is not
exclusive to site-specific work, but the immediacy
of environments like a boiler room or a converted
Centre Street storefront do magnify the intensity of
many familiar factors in a production. Among these
is the otherwise black and white distinction between
the outside world and the world of the performance.
For Swallow-a-Bicycle, for example, the liminality
inherent in staging work in a semi-public space became
apparent when a staged fight in Wanderlust was
interrupted by a well-meaning police offer.
This inseparability doesn’t extend only to the audience
members. For Hopkins and Netto, the essential quality
of a site-specific work is the fact that it can’t be removed
from its context, leading them to prefer performances
crafted on-site rather than adapted to the location.
What this leads to, they say, is a constant eye that looks
less for spaces ideally suited for performance than for
spaces with the potential for performance. Every space
becomes a question of sightlines and audience capacity.
It’s a gaze with no small resemblance to the obsession of
an absorbed gamer.
“I used to play a lot of Tony Hawk,” explains Netto,
alluding to the popular video game franchise. “And
I’d get out and all I could think about was how you
would skateboard things, because in Tony Hawk you
skateboard in every environment, off everything. And
when you start working in found space it’s sort of the
same way where you start thinking things like: Oh,
an escalator! And no matter what, anything can be
interesting.” “And in fact,” adds Hopkins, “the less
interesting the space might seem, the more interesting
it might be.”

space in the Epcor Centre for the Performing Arts.
If these innovations speak to anything, it’s to
Moschopedis’ capacity to create his own space.
“[Bubonic Tourist was] always working outside the
theatre even though we opened up Motel,” says
Moschopedis, adding with a wry allusion to the
company’s subsequent dissolution: “That was a bit of
a mistake.”
Speaking about the personal validation he’s felt in
opening the space, bringing in community members
rather than just members of Calgary’s artistic
community, Moschopedis offers Imaginary Ordinary
as an example of the potential for accessibility in
alternative spaces. Rather than being an anomaly of
institutional theatre, he wonders whether there might
be a viable future in Calgary’s untapped theatrical
spaces—a future more dependant on the spaces its
artists can find than the venues that draw them in. If
so, it suggests that a healthy scene will continue to
see these kinds of alternative spaces shaping the city’s
evolving slate of alternative performers.

Opposite: The IDEAL Artspace,
a former warehouse for a
rental company.
[Courtesy Swallow-A-Bicycle
Performance]

Below: Imaginary Ordinary
was built from a retail space
in Calgary’s Crescent Heights
neighbourhood.
[Photo by Bryce Krynski]

“We [Calgarians] have this f---ed up attitude that
everything has to be downtown,” Moschopedis says.
“All these arts organizations fight to get downtown,
into the Epcor Centre or some sort of equivalent
venue, but moving ten blocks up the hill from Vertigo
[Theatre] we were able to engage a community and I
wonder what would happen if other arts organizations
would take the same risk, moving into communities
and not struggle to go downtown where there’s
nobody. I’ve often though that the EPCOR [Centre]
should be opening satellite venues instead of
renovating,” he continues. “What would happen to
culture then?”
“If we want a culturally vibrant city,” he says, “then you
need alternative spaces.”
Jeff Kubik is a Calgary-based freelance writer and playwright. His
articles have been published in magazines including FFWD Weekly
and Alberta Views and his plays have been produced in Calgary,
Edmonton and Montreal.

Despite his current eclectic artistic focus, Moschopedis
is no stranger to Calgary’s theatre scene, having
founded the performance company Bubonic Tourist,
which disbanded in 2006. In its relatively short life,
the company’s accomplishments included establishing
birds and stone, a makeshift theatre space inside a
Unitarian church basement, an alternative theatre
festival inside One Yellow Rabbit’s High Performance
Rodeo, and co-creating Motel, the small black box
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Sides
This first issue of All Stages contains a new feature that highlights unpublished
plays and works-in-progress from Alberta playwrights and collectives.
FROM

Routes

pants. He asked if I was going to wear sweat pants to
the
grad. Except he didn’t ask. He shouted it to the
a work-in-progress by Collin Doyle.
class: “Hey Tom, do you have a clip on tie to go with
Routes is a Theatre for Young Audiences show that will
your sweats?” People laughed. I pretended I didn’t
premiere November 2 – 20, 2009 at Edmonton’s Concrete
[Photo by Ian Jackson/Epic
hear. I got in a fight with Donald in grade seven; he’s
Photography]
Theatre, which commissioned the play. A powerful and
been picking on me since. After that I slowly phased
Opposite: Jamie
emotional exploration of public and private acts of
out the sweat pants. I didn’t do it immediately or people
Konchak as Tick Tock
violence, Routes is a riveting one man play that delves into
would’ve noticed. Donald would’ve shouted something
and Geoffrey Ewert as
the
impact
of
violence
through
the
eyes
of
Tom,
a
fifteen
like,
“Fat Boy in Jeans!” Beat. That’s kind of lame. Fat
the Smoking Man.
year old boy living in the Edmonton suburb of Millwoods.
[Photo by Douglas R.
Boy in Jeans. Donald would come up with something way
Witt/schoolofwitt.com]
Tom escapes violence at home by riding his local bus until
meaner than that. Anyways, I now wear jeans and t-shirts.
closing. Edmonton actor Sheldon Elter will play Tom.
Shirts with no writing on them. My Mom use to buy me
Tom looks out the window.
these shirts from Wal-Mart that said “No. 1 Champ!” or, even
better,
“Winner!” You can’t be invisible wearing a T that says
Tom: I know my place in the world. It’s to be invisible.
“Winner!”
‘Cause all people are thinking is “Loser!”
I learned it in Junior High. Mastering it in High School.
I know not to raise my hand in class, even if I know the
Speaking of losers, I’ve gone to school with Leonard since
answer. I know not to come in the side doors where the
Elementary. You know some people are destined to be losers.
potheads hang out. Or the front doors where the popular
I don’t know if it’s how they were raised, or, maybe, their
kids smoke. I know to avoid the gym at all costs, because
parents were losers too. Maybe their parents ate glue when
a fat kid should never be seen anywhere near there. I
they were in grade one and that passion for glue eating was
know not to wear anything that makes me look like I’m
passed on to their kids. Leonard is a glue eater. I don’t mean he
trying to be cool, but I also know not to wear anything
still eats glue, but he has the mentality of a glue eater.
that will draw attention to me. I learned that one in
And me… I was destined to be friends with the glue eaters. I
junior high. I use to wear sweat pants a lot. It’s because
was Leonard’s friend until high school. Not like best friends. In
I was fat. Was fat? Still am fat. Or hefty, that’s what my
elementary we’d play together at recess. A lot of people would
Mom calls me. Beat. I’ve been buying pants from the adult
play with Leonard at recess. In elementary he was more funny
section since I was nine. Nothing in the kid’s section fit.
than weird. Or maybe in elementary people found him funny and
There’s nothing more embarrassing than going to the
now they have fun laughing at him. In junior high we’d sit next to
adult section, with your Mom, to find pants that fit. It
each other in class—talk quietly about the new comics coming out.
was easier to wear sweat pants. I wore them, like, all the
Sometimes we’d hang out after school, or I’d go over to his place to
time. Until somebody, Donald Lee, pointed out to my
play video games, or one time he came over to my place to check out
grade nine homeroom class that all I wore were sweat
my comic collection.
But in high school… During our first week, it was like welcome week?,
they had all these “fun” events in the Pit at lunch. Like they had this
game where you’d put a potato in a sock, tie it around your waist, and
then you’d have this potato-in-a-sock dangling down between your
legs. And you’d have to use that sock-potato to hit another potato and
make it roll across the ground to the finish line. Yeah, fun stuff like that.
Like who thought that up? Who was sitting around and went: “Wow, the
first week of high school really sucks.
You know what would be fun? If I took this potato and put it in a sock! That
would be HI-LAIR-E-US.”
It was kind of funny.
Below: Sheldon Elter
in a promotional still
for Concrete Theatre’s
production of Routes.

Collin Doyle is an Edmonton based writer and actor. His play The Mighty Carlins, which
premiered at Workshop West in January of 2008, was the winner of the Discovery Category
of the Alberta Playwriting Competition in 2004 and received the Sterling award for
Outstanding New Play in 2008.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For Something to do with Death, the Invisible Elephant Ensemble was comprised of Brett
Dahl, Geoffrey Ewert, Erin Gruber, Teddy Ivanova, Jamie Konchak, Alexandra Prichard, Carla
Ritchie, Eric Rose, Jason Patrick Rothery, Tyler Sainsbury, Philip Warren Sarsons, Jordan
Schartner, Kelly Spilchak, Amy Lynn Strilchuk, and Matthew Waddell. The show was made with
additional contributions from Jason Carnew, Rick Duthie, and Graham Percy.
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Something to
do With Death

created
by the Invisible Elephant Ensemble, conceived and
directed by Eric Rose, and scripted by Jason Patrick
Rothery with Geoffrey Ewert, Jamie Konchak, Tyler
Sainsbury, Kelly Spilchak and Matthew Waddell.

Before all this:
Something to do With Death is a fable for the new west
There was land.
inspired by the “spaghetti western” films of Sergio Leone.
On that land – a farm.
The show was co-produced by Calgary’s Ghost River Theatre
Within that farm – a house.
and Invisible Elephant Performance June 19 - 28, 2009.
Inside that house – a family: A man, a woman, and two little girls.
Sisters. Three years apart. The elder swore to protect the younger.
Prologue (Smoking Man I)
Always.
Black.
At first this land was naught but dust, the soil hard as brick.
A natural soundscape composed of boots scuffling through dust,
As father and mother tilled the earth – the earth began to yield.
the creak of a windmill, a horse’s whinny, clacking hooves, insects
They planted seed, dug wells. Crops grew, flourished.
buzzing, and sledgehammers pounding spikes into the earth.
They built fences. They prayed.
As the last spike is driven into the earth, a match is struck. In the flash
All was good.
of light—back and unnaturally high—we see the rough-hewn face of a
We HEAR two young girls playing with one another.
man beneath a wide-rimmed cowboy hat. He ignites the stub of a cigar
and waves out the match, leaving only the burning cherry visible.
The sisters loved each other more than there was sky. They were
each other’s everything. The farm was their garden alone.
SMOKING: In the beginning…or so they say...there was the Earth…
Each and every night, before the sisters slept, they whispered a
We HEAR a low rumble of thunder in the distance.
rhyme to one another…
A molten rock of welter and waste adrift in the darkness of the
We HEAR the girls whispering the poem:
deep. Then there was His breath. His breath drew steam as the
ember cooled into muck and sea. His breath wrote waves on the
GIRLS (VO):
waters. He said, ‘Let there be light.’ And there was. You hear?
Rider Rider
A pale blue light reveals a figure, centre-stage, on its knees, surrounded
Black as coal
by a ring of fresh dirt, clawing weakly at the earth.
Face of steam and eyes aglow
Rider Rider
The light now reveals a tall, dark man holding a pocket watch on a chain,
On his way
looming behind the figure.
To the desert, bright as day
MAN: I reckon you’ve run out of time.
Rider Rider
He snaps the watch shut.
Draws his gun
I admire your persistence. To forge ahead in the face of such futility…it
Time is up, too late to run
ain’t courage, but it’s of the same ilk.
In the sand and in the storm
The figure paws once more, stops digging.
From his ribs the birds are born
Time is a fistful of sand – the tighter you grasp it, the faster it slips
There is a FLASH of lighting and BURST of thunder…
through your fingers…
Smoking Man draws his revolver and aims it at the pile of burlap…
The man starts to leave, then stops, turns…
SMOKING: In their dreams, the Rider came…
Someday, o’er this nest of bones, they’ll lay a length of track. Then the
BANG! The Smoking Man fires—the burlap jolts alive. With every
trains will come.
blast of gunfire, a figure shudders and jerks to life—muscles
Aims a revolver at the figure.
tense, bone stacks upon bone. And with each blast—a flash of
Each of us must sacrifice for the sake of progress. Take comfort in knowing
lightning and burst of thunder.
that you’ve made yours.
SMOKING: Astride an unstoppable iron stallion…
The man shoots the figure in the back as a clap of thunder and flash of lightning
BANG! – the figure finds footing
plunges the stage into darkness.
SMOKING: Nostrils blasting blue fire…
SMOKING: All well and good for them that believe in beginnings.
BANG! – the figure unfurls its back.
He takes a long, deep drag off of his cigar, and exhales. As he exhales, a thick
SMOKING: Startled birds fill the sky…
carpet of fog covers the ground. He walks downstage toward a pile of burlap
BANG! – the figure stands upright, shaky as a newborn doe.
bunched together as if a mound of land. As he speaks he pulls out a miniature house
This is the murdered figure, TICK TOCK, reborn.
from behind the burlap and places it on the land.
SMOKING: And the sky is obscured by their wings...
Lean in now. Listen close…
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The Cappies
By Sam Varteniuk

Awards program
celebrates high school
theatre and fosters a new
generation of theatre critics

Above: Victoria School of
Performing and Visual Arts
wins Outstanding Production
of a Musical for their
production of My Fair Lady.
[Photo by Rick MacWilliam/
Edmonton Journal]

The Edmonton Cappies Gala, a celebration of the best of the city’s high school performances, took place on
Sunday June 28 at the Citadel Theatre, directed by James MacDonald. Palpable electricity infused the 650+
crowd packed into the Shoctor Theatre. Hosted by Bridget Ryan and John Ulyatt, two of Edmonton’s most affable
personalities, the evening featured snippets from shows, musical numbers, and award presentations from the likes
of The Be Arthurs (the city’s premiere ukulele cover band), Theatre Alberta Executive Director Marie Gynane-Willis,
and Edmonton Mayor Stephen Mandel. The show had all the glitz and glamour of a Hollywood opening, but was
authentic enough to laugh at itself when a wireless microphone was accidentally activated on a backstage actor.
When it came to heartfelt cheering and general hoot-and-hollery, no football championship could hold a candle to
this crowd of extroverts.
So what is this celebration that has, in only its second
year in the city, taken over Edmonton?

anticipate increased sales via friends and families of
young critics and theatre-makers.

The Critics and Awards Program for High School Theater
and Journalism (aka The Cappies) spells theatre with
an ‘er’ at the end because that’s how they do it down
in the United States, which is where the program was
invented by William Strauss in 1999.

“I left that first meeting very excited,” recalls Bowns.
“We had no budget, but we knew we were going to
do this.”

Strauss was a real renaissance man: author, playwright,
lecturer, and cofounder of the Capitol Steps, a
professional satirical troupe based in Washington
D.C. He was attending an awards ceremony at his
daughter’s school and noted that of the 25 awards
being distributed that evening, 23 were for sports and
athletics. The performer in Strauss was irked. Shouldn’t
school awards recognize a full range of achievements,
in all demographic groups? Something wasn’t right.
Enter Judy Bowns, the Theater Arts and Dance
Specialist for the Fairfax County School system. Strauss
invited Bowns to lunch and told her about his idea: a
program where students would be trained in the art of
theatre criticism and, overseen by volunteer parents
and teachers, attend high school shows throughout
the region, then write a 300-word review. The criticism
would be strictly constructive, aimed at building
community and generating dialogue. Overseers would
create a short list of the strongest reviews, then submit
them to local newspapers for publication. Strauss
felt that high school productions were not getting
enough press attention. High schools would benefit
from increased exposure, and the newspapers could
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Bowns and Strauss set up a meeting with the
Washington Post. They proposed an arrangement
wherein every major high school production would
have one student review of it published. The newspaper
countered by offering to run two reviews, and to send a
staff photographer to each show.
“The Post’s enthusiastic support was critical early
on,” said Bowns. “This was in the period immediately
following the Columbine shootings, so newspapers
were keen to publish good news about teenagers.”
Over the years support from the Post has waned, no
doubt due to the economic pinch currently being
felt by all newspapers as online sources replace hard
copy. One of the arguments has been that, by the time
reviews are run, the shows are already over, making
the reviews ineffective as publicity tools. Bowns was
quick to point out that the high school football games
documented in the Post were also over by the time
the stories were run. Again, the comparison between
athletics and the arts emerged as a compelling
argument in favour of the Cappies program.
Just as football and basketball teams have a final
big game of the season and maybe a championship
showdown if they’ve done well, so too, Strauss and

Bowns reckoned, should the hard-working theatremakers, many of whom had worked hard all year
memorizing, rehearsing, building, lighting, and
administrating large-scale productions. Their solution
was the Cappies Gala.
“We met with someone down at the Kennedy Center
just to find out if space was available and how much
it would cost us to rent it for one night,” said Bowns.
“The man we met with listened to us, said ‘just give
me one second to check on something’, then returned
five minutes later and told us that the Concert Hall was
available, and that they’d be happy to let us have it
free of charge.”
The initial intent was to develop a program that
would train high school theatre critics and get them
visiting other schools; students would be trained and
coached on what to look for in a performance and how
to evaluate sound, lighting, and costumes. The Gala
was something of an afterthought, a celebration of
the program’s first successful year. However, when
presented the opportunity to glitz it up in a 2400-seat
venue, the Cappies decided to go big.
The Cappies Gala has been compared to the Oscars
and the Tonys in terms of scale and extravagance.
Thousands of friends and family members gather to
watch hundreds of students perform selections from
shows and receive over 30 awards in the categories of
criticism, acting, voice, dance, design, and technical
achievement. The Cappies are unique in that all award
recipients are nominated, adjudicated, and voted on by
students. The Gala has become the jewel in the crown
of the organization, and has been the inspiration
for the founding of many additional chapters; what
began as a theatre criticism program in Fairfax County,
Virginia, has grown into an international organization
with 18 chapters in the USA and Canada.
“I’ve recently had enquiries from Italy and the
Netherlands,” said Bowns. “We always dreamed
something like this would happen, and now that it
has it’s hard to believe.” It’s a fitting legacy to William
Strauss, who passed away in 2007 after a long battle
with pancreatic cancer.

doubled, with 120 student critics participating from
18 schools.
“In the first year, when we were trying to persuade
schools to participate in the program, we were worried
there wouldn’t be a critical mass,” recalls Standring,
who worked as the Lifestyle Editor at the Journal until
retiring last year. “This year, before the website was
even up and running, I was receiving phone calls from
schools wanting to participate.”
While a high school may produce several shows in a
school year, they are only permitted to submit one
for Cappies consideration. This results in a wonderful
mix of comedies, dramas, and musicals. The Cappies
formula works, Bowns asserts, because it thoroughly
engages students.
“The remarkable thing is the kids do this on their own
time, not for credit,” said Standring. “Student critics
were expected to see at least three shows, but some
went to see as many as nine.”
The value of the Cappies program is immediately
apparent to anyone who has ever worked on a largescale production. It’s a venue for the hundreds of
actors, designers, and people behind the scenes to
receive much-deserved recognition, student critics
have the opportunity to see their writing in major
newspapers, and everyone gets to engage in a
cathartic end-of-year celebration.

There’s very little
in my life that
makes me wish I
were a teenager
again. This
experience made
me do that.

Chris Standring feels she’s been affected deeply by the
Cappies. “There’s very little in my life that makes me
wish I were a teenager again,” she says, “this experience
made me do that. These kids have an opportunity to
experience something that will stay with them their
whole lives. I see their faces and see the effect that this
has had on them—it’s life changing.”
Niagara recently formed Canada’s third Cappies
chapter. Will your community be the fourth? Visit
www.cappies.com to get information on how to start
a Cappies in your own area.

Below: J.H. Picard Senior
High School’s production of
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
Nest, winner for Outstanding
Production of a Play

Sam Varteniuk is an Edmonton-based writer, director, educator,
and all-round theatre type.

[Photo by Ed Kaiser/Edmonton
Journal]

Ottawa was the first Canadian city to charter a Cappies,
coming on board in 2005. It was there, at a meeting
attended by Allan Mayer, Editor-in-chief of the
Edmonton Journal, that the seeds were planted for the
Edmonton Cappies.
“Allan was really impressed with what he saw in
Ottawa,” explains Chris Standring, Program Director
for the Cappies of Greater Edmonton. “He brought that
vision back to Edmonton with him.”
The Edmonton Cappies began in the 2007-2008 season
with 60 student critics participating from 11 schools.
In only its second year the number of students has
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Opinion

BY Ian Prinsloo

Why so defensive?
I recently had a conversation with a friend about
theatre being taught in schools. She was pressing me to
defend why it was important to make theatre available to
students in elementary schools as part of the curriculum.
She admitted that theatre was “entertaining” for the
children but aside from that why should it be a part of
their education? This line of questioning used to send me
running to a soapbox, ready to defend the cause of theatre
and the arts. But I don’t anymore. Instead of defending
what we do as theatre artists I ask people, like my friend,
to consider what theatre and the arts contributes to the
lives of students.

Theatre
encourages
people to source
their own
experiences,
their own
understanding
of the situation,
as the basis of
creating.

Theatre is a social art. Everyone does math alone and
you don’t really need anyone else around to conduct a
laboratory study. With the aid of iPods, Facebook and
texting we can pretend to live in a connected virtual
world and yet be completely alone. Engaging in the
practice of theatre allows for students to explore who
they are in relation to other people. It asks them to
engage emotionally with their peers and to explore
conflict. Rehearsals allow for potentially dangerous
situations to be encountered and explored so that
the people involved can understand what caused the
characters to be in this situation. Theatre allows for
groups of people to explore the lived social network.
Theatre connects us to a sense of our own personal
value. So much time as a student is spent feeling that
you are not enough. It is what I have heard referred to as
the “mug and jug” of education. The student is thought
to be someone with no ability—the empty mug—and
the teacher—the jug—is the holder of all knowledge
and fills up the student. The need to please the teacher
is made manifest by the habit of students requiring
someone else to tell them that they are good. Theatre
encourages people to source their own experiences,
their own understanding of the situation, as the basis of
creating. Theatre asks people to take the information of
a situation and reflect it through themselves, eventually
sharing their personal understanding with others.
In this way they learn to value themselves as active
creators in the world.
And finally, theatre demands the development of
relationship through interaction, and sometimes even
conflict. When students are asked to remain seated,
be quiet and simply accept the information that is
coming to them then no relationship can be built. The

[ noun, plural ] comes from a German word
\ Holzwege \ that refers to dead end trails
you come across in the forest. You follow
these trails for the pleasure of discovery
rather than in an attempt to get somewhere.
student is not involved and the teacher is not required
to understand the personal nature of the person in front
of them; they are mugs to be treated the same, without
consideration of their personal make up. Theatre asks
you not only to understand yourself in the situation but
also to attempt to connect with the other person within
the situation. It asks you to consider who they are and
what they want. You must proceed along a delicate
path of dialogue in order to achieve your goal with the
person; each moment together reveals a new piece of
information about the person you are relating to. This
is also very true for relationships based on conflict. You
cannot dismiss the person. You have to engage them in
order to achieve an eventual resolution.
Now I don’t believe all theatre artists make great human
beings or that everyone should stop what they are
doing and join the theatre (there are already enough
people vying for the few jobs available). But I do believe
that by engaging in the practice of theatre and other
expressive arts, we challenge students to develop much
needed abilities. And we give them a safe space in which
to explore some fundamental human experiences. When
my friend asks me “why is it important for kids to have
this in school?” what they are comparing theatre to is
math, science or some other “core subject” that has a
quantifiable outcome that can be measured. But I refuse
to defend theatre and the arts on those grounds since
the question misses the central benefit to an exploration
of the arts by all people: it gives us the ability to express
ourselves and connect with other people. And there is
no one test that will measure this ability. It is an ability
that will be tested through the course of their lives. The
arts have the ability to open students up to the process
of living a connected life.
In asking my friend to consider these various points
I don’t know if I changed her mind (and if I did she
didn’t admit it to me). But her question prompted a
more meaningful dialogue, allowing us to explore the
potential contributions that theatre and the arts have
to the lives of students and people. And by engaging in
this dialogue I am able to make connections to the value
of the work in which we all engage—and that’s always a
better place to be than feeling defensive.
Ian Prinsloo is a theatre artist who lives in Calgary. Besides his
work as a director, Ian also pursues theatre outside of theatre,
developing creative inquiry processes that help people and
organizations open up the space of possibility.
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